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DefinitionDefinition
Huffman coding provides codes to characters such that the length of the code depends on theHuffman coding provides codes to characters such that the length of the code depends on the
relative frequency or weight of the corresponding character. Huffman codes are of variable-relative frequency or weight of the corresponding character. Huffman codes are of variable-
length, and without any prefix (that means no code is a prefix of any other). Any prefix-free binarylength, and without any prefix (that means no code is a prefix of any other). Any prefix-free binary
code can be displayed or visualized as a binary tree with the encoded characters stored at thecode can be displayed or visualized as a binary tree with the encoded characters stored at the
leaves.leaves.

Huffman tree or Huffman coding tree defines as a full binary tree in which each leaf of the treeHuffman tree or Huffman coding tree defines as a full binary tree in which each leaf of the tree
corresponds to a letter in the given alphabet.corresponds to a letter in the given alphabet.

The Huffman tree is treated as the binary tree associated with minimum external path weight thatThe Huffman tree is treated as the binary tree associated with minimum external path weight that
means, the one associated with the minimum sum of weighted path lengths for the given set ofmeans, the one associated with the minimum sum of weighted path lengths for the given set of
leaves. So the goal is to construct a tree with the minimum external path weight.leaves. So the goal is to construct a tree with the minimum external path weight.

An example is given below-An example is given below-

Letter frequency tableLetter frequency table
LetterLetter zz kk mm cc uu dd ll ee

FrequencyFrequency 22 77 2424 3232 3737 4242 4242 120120

Huffman codeHuffman code
LetterLetter FreqFreq CodeCode BitsBits

ee 120120 00 11

dd 4242 101101 33

ll 4242 110110 33

uu 3737 100100 33

cc 3232 11101110 44

mm 2424 1111111111 55

kk 77 111101111101 66

zz 22 111100111100 66

The Huffman tree (for the above example) is given below -The Huffman tree (for the above example) is given below -




